DESIGNED FOR EVERYTHING EDUCATION

Get started >
A NEW ERA OF EDUCATION

Learning and teaching are no longer confined to the classroom. Today’s educators must be equipped to teach in any situation while students need to be prepared to learn in any environment - whether in-person, remote, or taking a hybrid approach.

Logitech offers solutions for Chromebook, Apple® and Windows that elevate student and teacher performance, enabling continuity of learning from anywhere.
ENHANCE LEARNING WITH RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS FOR IPAD

For each iPad generation and size, Logitech offers high-quality accessories that complement and enhance the Apple experience for students and teachers.

RECOMMENDED FOR TEACHERS AND HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENTS

- iPad Pro® 11-inch 1st and 2nd generation
- iPad Pro® 12-inch 3rd & 4th generation
- iPad Pro® 9.7-inch 5th & 6th generation
- iPad® 10.2-inch 7th & 8th generation
- iPad Air® 10.5-inch 3rd generation
- iPad Air® 10.9-inch 4th generation

RECOMMENDED FOR TEACHERS, AND K-12 AND HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENTS

- iPad® 10.2-inch 7th & 8th generation
GET SET UP FOR REMOTE CLASSES WITH SOLUTIONS DESIGNED FOR APPLE

Take your iPad-led learning and teaching to the next level, with Logitech’s recommended range of solutions. Hover over the dots to discover more about each recommended solution.
THE APPLE CLASSROOM

In this example scenario we look at an elementary school setup to illustrate how Logitech solutions can elevate the Apple experience.
Hover over the dots to discover more about each recommended solution.
ENHANCE LEARNING WITH RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS FOR CHROMEBOOK

Logitech-certified Works With Chromebook solutions allow teachers and students to increase productivity and complete tasks faster, with ergonomic benefits that help promote comfort and wellbeing.

The Works With Chromebook badge validates that a Logitech product meets Google's compatibility standards and works seamlessly with a Chromebook.
GET SET UP FOR REMOTE CLASSES WITH SOLUTIONS THAT WORK WITH CHROMEBOOK

Take your Google-led remote learning and teaching environment to the next level, with Logitech’s recommended range of solutions. Hover over the dots to discover more about each recommended solution.
THE GOOGLE CLASSROOM

In this example scenario we look at a late elementary to middle school setup to illustrate how Logitech solutions can enhance the Google classroom. Hover over the dots to discover more about each recommended solution.
ENHANCE LEARNING WITH RECOMMENDED SOLUTIONS FOR WINDOWS

Logitech creates high-quality accessories that enhance the Windows experience for students and teachers. Compatible with Window O/S, Logitech mice and keyboards are packed with features such as Unifying technology which allows up to six different Logitech devices to be paired with one USB receiver to save on coveted USB space.

Simple file transfers can be made using Logitech Flow software when two computers use the same Wi-Fi network, amplifying any student’s or teacher’s user experience.

Certified for Microsoft Teams

Audio and video collaboration solutions are certified to work with Microsoft Teams, and require no extra configuration.
GET SET UP FOR REMOTE CLASSES WITH SOLUTIONS THAT ELEVATE THE WINDOWS PLATFORM

Take your Windows-led distance learning and teaching environment to the next level, with Logitech’s recommended range of solutions. Hover over the dots to discover more about each recommended solution.
THE WINDOWS CLASSROOM

In this example scenario we look at a higher education setup to illustrate how Logitech solutions can elevate the Windows experience. Hover over the dots to discover more about each recommended solution.
ENHANCING LEARNING WITH IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCES
Tools that facilitate both independent and collaborative learning

SIMPLE AND INTUITIVE USB PLUG-AND-PLAY
Solutions that free up time for teachers and IT staff

DURABILITY
Products designed to withstand everyday use and even the occasional classroom mishap

LEADING PLATFORM COMPATIBILITY
Classroom solutions that require no integration time or resource

EXPANSION BEYOND THE CLASSROOM
Logitech Video Collaboration solutions enable learning beyond the confines of a desk

TECHNOLOGY THAT ENRICHES ALL LEARNING AND TEACHING SCENARIOS
Logitech has over 35 years’ experience designing innovative solutions that enhance all teaching and learning methods and scenarios. Regardless of your platform of choice, student grade levels, age groups, or location, Logitech is committed to driving better student results by focusing on:
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON LOGITECH SOLUTIONS FOR EDUCATION, PLEASE CONTACT THE LOGITECH SALES TEAM

logitech.com/education